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Executive Summary
• The sudden and catastrophic failure of a high-pressure natural gas pipeline can cause devastating
consequences to neighborhoods and businesses.
• VNG’s proposed Southside Connector would construct such a pipeline within the heart of Norfolk and
its neighborhoods, and near or adjacent to Norfolk’s schools and churches.
• This will introduce new threats to the city, including to thousands of children during school hours, that
do not exist today.
• Despite assertions by VNG that this pipeline will be safe, no one can guarantee that a catastrophic
failure will not occur, as many other communities have painfully learned.
• The following four accidents, investigated by the NTSB, demonstrate the dangers presented by high
pressure transmission pipeline ruptures:
• San Bruno CA, September 9, 2010
• Transmission pipeline explodes in neighborhood, killing 8, destroying 38 homes, and damaging 70
more houses.
• Crater 72 ft. by 26 ft. A 3,000 pound section of pipe propelled 100 feet.
• Maximum allowable pressure of pipeline was 400 psig — 1/3 of the maximum allowable operating
pressure (MAOP) of 1,250 psig for the proposed Southside Connector.
• Carlsbad NM, August 19, 2000
• Transmission pipeline exploded in remote area; 12 campers 675 feet away were killed.
• Crater was 113 ft. by 51 ft. Sections of pipe propelled as far as 287 feet.
• Flame burned 500 feet in the air.
• Operated at 675 psig — about 1/2 of the MAOP proposed for the Southside Connector.
• Edison Township NJ, March 23, 1994
• Transmission pipeline exploded on asphalt plant property. Heat from fire ignited and destroyed 8
apartment buildings; 1,500 residents evacuated.
• Large pieces of pipe propelled over 800 feet away. Flames up to 500 feet high.
• Operated at 970 psig; Southside Connector proposed MAOP is 25% higher.
• Sissonville WV, December 11, 2012
• In rural area. Rupture caused fire damage of 1,100 feet, destroying 3 houses.
• Nearby Interstate highway closed 19 hours until roadway replaced.

• Maximum pressure was 1,000 psig. Southside Connector proposed MAOP is 25% higher.
• No one can guarantee that a high pressure pipeline will not catastrophically rupture, even if constructed
in accordance with current safety regulations.
• All of these accidents involved pipelines operated below the maximum allowable operating pressure
that could be used in VNG’s new pipeline.
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The sudden and catastrophic failure of high pressure natural gas pipelines can cause
devastating consequences to residents, neighborhoods and businesses. Identifying the location
and timing of a natural gas transmission pipeline accident is unpredictable. While safety
regulations and industry standards have been developed for the construction, maintenance and
operation of high pressure natural gas transmission pipelines, no one can guarantee that a
catastrophic failure will not occur, as many communities have painfully learned in recent years.
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has investigated natural gas pipeline
accidents since 1967. Factors contributing to accidents have included operational errors that
caused over-pressurization of pipeline systems; material failures from corrosion or mechanical
damage; inadequate welds; valve or component failures; pipeline control computer system
failures; inadequate inspection, testing and integrity management; inadequate training and
qualification of employees; human fatigue; and excavation damage to pipe by construction
activities. Accidents caused by these factors may be sudden and immediate, or may occur years
later as conditions worsen over time and the integrity of the pipeline is no longer maintained.
And, following sudden and catastrophic high pressure natural gas pipeline ruptures, NTSB
investigations found that pipeline operators had failed to recognize that a pipeline rupture had
occurred and were unable to promptly close valves to stop the flow of natural gas and allow
firefighters access to the site.
The explosive force, fire and destruction that can occur when a high pressure natural gas
pipeline fails can be devastating. Cities and communities have long been urged to establish safe
setback distances when considering land use permits for new construction or for high-occupancy
use facilities that would be placed in close proximity to existing high pressure natural gas
pipelines. Pipeline operators have been urged to route new high pressure pipelines away from
high consequence and high risk areas.
In the case of the Virginia Natural Gas Southside Connector Distribution Pipeline Project
the Norfolk City Council must carefully evaluate if the construction of this new high-pressure
gas pipeline, which will introduce threats to this community of homes and businesses that do not
exist today, is worth the risk. Unlike the damage caused by gas distribution pipelines, deadly
enough but usually confined to one or two homes on a neighborhood street, the damage radius
and potential for loss of life can increase exponentially when a high-pressure gas transmission
line ruptures and ignites.
All members of this community will benefit from examining the high consequences of
previous catastrophic high pressure pipeline ruptures.
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San Bruno, California
On September 9, 2010, a 30-inch diameter high pressure natural gas pipeline ruptured in
a residential neighborhood in San Bruno, California. According to National Transportation
Safety Board report NTSB/PAR-11/01, the rupture left a crater in the ground approximately 72
feet long by 26 feet wide. A section of pipe from the gas line was found 100 feet south of the
crater. It weighed approximately 3,000 pounds. Fire destroyed 38 homes and damaged another
70 homes. Eight people were killed and many others were injured. (See photograph 1,
firefighters approaching accident scene in San Bruno neighborhood, NTSB accident
investigation docket. See photograph 2, picture of destroyed homes in San Bruno neighborhood,
NTSB accident investigation docket.) i
The maximum allowable operating pressure for the pipeline was 400 psig — one third the
maximum allowable operating pressure of the proposed Southside pipeline. The pipeline
operator in San Bruno had designated a maximum operating pressure of 375 psig. Prior to the
accident, pipeline operator employees were working on an electrical system at a terminal
upstream of the ruptured pipe. Erratic voltages from power supplies affected valve position
sensors, generating erroneous signals to the control center and the supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) center alarm console displayed over 60 alarms. These alarms were
followed by high pressure alarms on several pipelines leaving the terminal. The NTSB
investigation found that pressure in lines leaving the terminal peaked at 396 psig in the hour
before the pipeline ruptured in San Bruno.
The first 911 call reporting an explosion was received at 6:11 p.m. and the first
firefighters, who were located at a station about 300 yards from the accident site, arrived at the
scene about 6:13 p.m. Firefighters on the south side of the accident site reported that hydrants
were dry and firefighters on the north side of the accident site discovered that the explosion had
damaged a water line. As a sign of its enormity and the confusion generated by the event, reports
of a plane crash, a gas station explosion, or some combination of the two persisted throughout
the initial hours of the emergency response. By 6:30 p.m., staff at the pipeline operator’s
SCADA center realized that there had been a rupture in the San Bruno area, however they did
not know the exact location of the rupture and continued to try to identify it. Valves on both
sides of the line rupture were finally closed by 7:30 p.m. and by 7:42 p.m., 91 minutes after the
rupture itself, the intensity of the fire had decreased such that firefighters could approach the
rupture site and at last begin containment efforts. The NTSB report found that the time it took to
stop the flow of gas was excessive and that automatic shutoff valves or remote control valves
would have significantly reduced the amount of time taken to stop the flow of gas and to isolate
the rupture.

NTSB found that the accident pipe did not conform to the operator’s or other known
specifications for pipe and that a fracture in the pipe originated in a partially welded longitudinal
seam that weakened as a crack grew. The NTSB report further found that because in-line
inspection technology is not available for use in all currently operating gas transmission pipeline
systems, operators do not have the benefit of a uniquely effective assessment tool to identify and
assess the threat from critical defects in their pipelines.
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Carlsbad, New Mexico
On August 19, 2000, a 30-inch-diameter high pressure natural gas transmission pipeline
ruptured adjacent to the Pecos River near Carlsbad, New Mexico and escaping gas burned for 55
minutes. ii Twelve people camping nearby were killed and their vehicles were destroyed. The
force of the rupture and the ignition of escaping gas made a crater 51 feet wide and about 113
feet long. A 49-foot long section of pipe was ejected from the crater in three pieces with the
largest piece found 287 feet away from the crater. The flame from the burning gas rose 500 feet
into the sky. Nearby steel suspension bridges supporting pipelines across the river were
damaged from the high heat. The 12 victims were camped about 675 feet from the crater. (See
photograph 3, vehicle parked at top of crater at Carlsbad accident site, NTSB accident
investigation docket.)
The pipeline was operating at 675 psig at the time of the accident, well below the
maximum allowable operating pressure for the proposed Southside Connector pipeline. The
maximum allowable operating pressure for the Carlsbad pipeline was 837 psig. The maximum
allowable operating pressure for the proposed Southside Connector pipeline could be as high as
1,250 psig. The NTSB determined that the probable cause of the pipeline rupture in Carlsbad
was a significant reduction in pipe wall thickness due to severe internal corrosion that occurred
because the pipeline operator’s corrosion control program failed to do its job.
NTSB examination of the pipe at the rupture location revealed five wrinkles in the pipe
wall at the top of the pipeline. This is a classic type of pipeline feature that occurs when a pipe is
bent, either to align pieces of pipe during construction or from external forces, such as earth
movement, after the pipeline is in service. The wrinkling can cause conditions that over time lead
to internal corrosion. It was at this location that the pipe failed because the corrosion reduced the
thickness of the pipe wall until it could no longer withstand the pressure of the gas.

Edison Township, New Jersey
On March 23, 1994, a 36-inch diameter high pressure natural gas pipeline ruptured
catastrophically in Edison Township, New Jersey within the property of an asphalt plant. iii The
force of the rupture and of natural gas escaping at a pressure of about 970 psig excavated soil
around the pipe and blew gas hundreds of feet into the air, propelling pipe fragments, rocks, and
debris more than 800 feet. Within one to two minutes of the rupture, escaping gas ignited
sending flames 400-500 feet into the air. Heat radiating from the massive fire ignited several
building roofs in a nearby apartment complex and the fire destroyed eight buildings.
Approximately 1,500 residents were evacuated. Residents could not flee using automobiles
parked on the northwest side of the complex because the fire’s heat made the metal too hot to
touch, was melting the light lenses and other plastic parts, and causing glass windows to shatter.
Most of two pipe sections, about 75 feet of pipeline, had fragmented and been propelled
as far as 800 feet from the rupture site. The report notes that the 1-inch thick somastic pipe
coating contained areas of damage, including “teeth marks.” The hole created by the rupture
exposed old tires and plastic pipe pieces in the soil, and excavation east of the rupture unearthed
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debris above and around the pipe, including tires, empty drums and buckets, an old conveyor
belt, large metal chains, a two-drawer file cabinet, and leaking drums.
Metallurgical analysis of the pipe fragments showed that the gouges were made by
mechanized excavation equipment. NTSB concluded that the pipeline was gouged by
excavation equipment and the mechanically-induced gouge at the rupture initiation likely created
a crack in the gouge that grew to critical size with time, most likely as a result of metal fatigue.
NTSB found that contributing to the severity of the accident was the inability of the pipeline
operator to promptly stop the flow of natural gas to the rupture.

Sissonville, West Virginia
On December 11, 2012, a 20-inch diameter high pressure natural gas transmission
pipeline ruptured in Sissonville, West Virginia. iv The maximum allowable operating pressure for
the pipeline was 1,000 psig and the operating pressure at the time of the accident was about 929
psig. About 20 feet of pipe was ejected from the ground and landed more than 40 feet away.
The first call to 911 was made by a person at a nearby retirement home.
The ruptured pipe was installed in 1967 and was corrosion protected by a factory-applied
polymer coating, a field-applied coal tar, and impressed current cathodic protection. After the
accident, the outside pipe surface was found heavily corroded near the midpoint of the rupture
and along the longitudinal fracture. The corroded area was about 6 feet long by 2 feet wide. The
NTSB investigation found that there was 70 percent pipe wall loss at one measured location.
NTSB concluded that coarse rock backfill most likely damaged the external coating on the pipe
and shielded the pipe from the cathodic protection current in the vicinity of the rupture.
An area of fire damage extended nearly 1,100 feet along the pipeline right-of-way by 820
feet wide. Three houses were destroyed by the fire, and several other houses were damaged.
Major damage to Interstate 77 caused it to be closed for 19 hours until about 800 feet of
thermally damaged road service was replaced. NTSB concluded that despite the many pressure
deviation alerts occurring on the system over more than 12 minutes, the controller did not
recognize the significance of the situation or begin to shut down the system until after he
received a call from a controller from another pipeline company. The NTSB also determined
that the company’s supervisory control and data acquisition system alerts did not provide useful,
meaningful information to the controller to assist him in determining the operating condition of
the pipeline. More than a hour passed before field employees closed valves necessary to isolate
the ruptured pipe.
The NTSB determined that the probable cause of the pipeline rupture was external
corrosion of the pipe wall due to deteriorated coating and ineffective cathodic protection.

Conclusion
These are four accidents with four different underlying causes. But they all have two
things in common: incredible damage, some resulting in deaths, and immense disruption of lives
and infrastructure.
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No one can guarantee that a high pressure natural gas pipeline will not catastrophically
rupture, even if constructed in accordance with current safety regulations and industry standards
– not regulators – not industry. All four of these accidents involved pipelines operating at
pressures below the maximum allowable operating pressure that could be proposed for the
Southside Connector project. Some, at least, involved pipelines that were installed in relatively
isolated locations or in areas where subsequent development encroached nearer to the pipeline
after installation.
Local governments have the opportunity to identify how the routing of a new pipeline
will expose populations, neighborhoods, businesses, and undeveloped land to new threats posed
by a high pressure natural gas pipeline rupture; to assess the potential consequences of a
catastrophic rupture; and to determine how the seriousness of new risk should be weighed.

Footnotes
i

Information in this document is extracted from National Transportation Safety Board Report NTSB/PAR-11/01,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Rupture and Fire San Bruno, California,
September 10, 2010.
ii
Information in this document is extracted from National Transportation Safety Board Report NTSB/PAR-03/01,
Natural Gas Pipeline Rupture and Fire Near Carlsbad, New Mexico, August 19, 2000.
iii
Information in this document is extracted from National Transportation Safety Board Report NTSB/PAR-95/01,
Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation Natural Gas Pipeline Explosion and Fire, Edison, New Jersey, March 23,
1994.
iv
Information in this document is extracted from National Transportation Safety Board Report NTSB/PAR-14/01,
Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation Pipeline Rupture, Sissonville, West Virginia, December 11, 2012.
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Carlsbad photograph of crater

